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The extended concept of innovation

▪ Innovation is not only about bringing new products to market – in SSH there is often no 

market between the researchers and the users.

▪ We must think in other ways to reach the users with our knowledge.

▪ Our ideas are often not patentable and cannot be commercialized.

▪ We provide processes, services, and approaches.

Definitions of innovation

▪ University of Oxford: new ideas that work

▪ EU: new ideas that prove successful in practice

▪ In other words, the introduction of something new (or renewed, a novel change) which 

turns into an economic, social or environmental benefit in practice.



Social Innovation – EU’s definition

▪ New ideas that meet social needs, create social relationships, and form new 

collaborations.

Social innovation at the Faculty of Social Sciences

▪ Members in public commissions. Consulting for government.

▪ Skattefunn. Drug policy. Spectrum auctions.

▪ SPARK Social Innovation

▪ No ERC Proof of Concept applications

ERC Proof of Concept

▪ For those who want to explore the commercial or societal potential of an ERC Grant



Do you have an eligible ERC grant within SSH? Consider applying

for an ERC Proof of Concept

▪ if you are able to link your ERC project to the PoC call

▪ if you think your project introduces new processes, services, or approaches that can create 

societal value

▪ if you can identify users of your idea and decision makers who want to implement it



PoC potential within Social Sciences and Humanities



Points to take home

▪ Innovation is not only about bringing new products to market 

▪ Researchers within SSH provide processes, services, and approaches.

▪ Remember the term «new ideas that work»

▪ Use the word Social Innovation often (Samfunnsinnovasjon)

▪ Apply, and do not give up if rejected - apply again

The evaluators are peers – so do not be afraid to provide them with your ideas 

that might work.

What is Social
innovation?

Ideas that

work!


